Do It All In Your Own Shop!

Press Laminator Slitter

High value, full featured press laminator/slitter that is easy to use, economical to operate and delivers repeatable results!

- Applies Thermoset, Thermoplastic, Peel & Stick, and Hot Melt
- Easy-to-use precision controls
- Quick On/Off
- Easily bonds most any surface
- Separate controls for each of the five heat sources
- Slit to width
- Cut-to-size or sheet stock
- Ideal for applying overlays or sealers -- FDA biodegradable
- State of the art heat roller technology
- Mates (dissimilar surfaces) up to 2” thick
- Small footprint (approx. 3 x 6 feet)
- Preapplies membrane press adhesives to vinyl, foil, wood veneer and fabric.
- Easily moved on sturdy steel casters

Lenderink Technologies

Where sound environmental practice & wise resource stewardship reflect in our products and services.

APPLICATION | INNOVATION | SOLUTIONS
Do It All In Your Own Shop!

VENEE | VINYL | PEEL-N-STICK | BACKER | OVERLAY | 2 PLY-FINISH

Press Laminator Slitter

The Press Laminator/Slitter offers features previously available only on much higher cost units.

- 4 nip compression rollers
- 8 Air movers
- 2 Rewind Stations
- 2 or 3 Heated 3D plates
- 5 Individual Heat Controllers
- (5) 3” Mandrels with core grippers
- Dual Drive controllers
- Low Energy Use 25amp/220v single-phase
- Ergonomic, versatile design
- Sturdy wheeled trolley stand. Brakes included.
- No air needed
- Small footprint (approx. 3 x 6’)
- Sturdy steel endplates with plastic safety covers.
- 2 years warranty
- Up to 20 linear feet/minute
- Up to 14” diameter rolls

Material Capacity

- Cut-to-size or large sheet stock
- Wood Veneers
- Vinlys
- Fabrics
- Foams
- Peel-n-stick
- Films
- Papers
- Sealer Films
- Bamboo
- High Pressure Plastics
- Clear Overlays • Foils • Cork

Other Bells & Whistles

- Internally heated front rollers for fast start-up/low distortion.
- Twin rewind units, top and bottom, for cold film (PSA) backing/release liners on each side.
- DUAL digital temperature controller and monitoring for both top and bottom rollers. Accurate to +5 degrees. Offers precise control for both top and bottom. Now you can run both cold and thermal film at the same time for those specialty jobs.
- Easy film loader
- Smooth, balanced silicone rubber rollers give you a smooth laminating finish – every time.
- Heavy duty aluminum teflon-coated heat shoes, prevent scratching and provide even heat dispersion and retention, virtually eliminating cool spots.
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